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Solid start to 2022 for the TRATON GROUP in an extremely 
challenging environment  
 
 The TRATON GROUP’s incoming orders in the first three months of 2022 were up 

17% on the same period in 2021 at 95,600 vehicles 
 12% increase in unit sales to 67,800 vehicles 
 Sales revenue up by just under a third at €8.5 billion 
 At €402 million, adjusted operating result was only €114 million lower year-on-year 

despite supply bottlenecks and the impact of the war in Ukraine 
 Strong, more stable results due to increased global footprint with Navistar and a 

successful service business   
 

Munich, May 4, 2022 – The TRATON GROUP achieved a solid result in the first quarter of 2022 
in an extremely challenging environment thanks to a strong service business and the success of 
its strategy to make the Company more global by entering the North American market. Incoming 
orders increased by 17% to 95,600 vehicles. Although unit sales in the first quarter of the year 
were affected by continued semiconductor bottlenecks and the difficulties in the supply of cable 
harnesses due to the war in Ukraine, they were still 12% higher at 67,800 vehicles. Sales 
revenue grew by 30% to €8.5 billion.  
 
The TRATON GROUP’s operating profit was €355 million, up €200 million year-on-year. The 
figure for the prior-year quarter had included expenses for the repositioning of MAN Truck & Bus 
in the amount of €362 million. Despite the supply bottlenecks in the semiconductor industry and 
the impact of the war in Ukraine, adjusted operating result was only €114 million lower year-on-
year at €402 million. The adjustments of €47 million in the first quarter of 2022 mainly 
comprised loss allowances in connection with the war in Ukraine.  
 
Christian Levin, CEO of the TRATON GROUP: “It is hard to imagine a more challenging 
economic environment: the semiconductor bottlenecks have still not been resolved, and the 
conflict in Ukraine has brought with it a shortage of cable harnesses. Difficult times like these are 
a particularly good indicator of how well a company is equipped to handle a crisis. Our 
Company’s performance in the first quarter of 2022 is a clear sign that our strategy to become 
more global with the Navistar acquisition and the expansion of our service business is paying off. 
The service business made a considerable contribution to business performance with a share of 
around one-quarter of total sales revenue. This business is more resistant to changes in the 
economy and has strong margins, which is having a stabilizing effect on the Company. The 
situation right now is difficult, especially in Europe. It proves how important it was to advance 
our global expansion with Navistar, which means we are better equipped to handle fluctuations 
in individual markets. The transition to alternative powertrains also gained momentum in the 
first quarter, especially in the bus business. This is an area where the TRATON GROUP was able 
to grow its market share significantly.” 
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Annette Danielski, CFO of the TRATON GROUP: “Despite the economic headwind, we are 
committed to pursuing our plans for the future. This also applies to the repositioning of MAN 
Truck & Bus. Thanks to strict cost management and with the help of short-time work, MAN has 
managed to cushion the blow of the production stop resulting from the war in Ukraine. Now, it is 
gradually restarting production again, albeit in a significantly reduced scope. The war is having a 
strong impact on the TRATON GROUP, which is why we have made our forecast for fiscal year 
2022 more specific.” 
 
The TRATON GROUP now expects that sales volumes will rise sharply for all vehicles (including 
MAN TGE vans) in fiscal year 2022. Sales revenue is expected to increase very sharply. Adjusted 
operating return on sales is forecast at between 5.0 and 6.0%. This forecast includes earnings 
effects from the Navistar purchase price allocation. However, it remains impossible to predict the 
effects of the further course of the war in Ukraine with sufficient certainty. Therefore, the risk 
remains that as this conflict unfolds, it may have a negative impact on the TRATON GROUP’s 
business activities. This may also result in further supply chain bottlenecks. 
 
The TRATON GROUP’s key financial performance indicators: 
 

Units 3M 2022 3M 2021 Change 

TRATON GROUP 
   

Incoming orders   95,594 81,742 17% 

   of which trucks 79,529 70,262 13% 

   of which buses 8,474 2,993 183% 

   of which MAN TGE vans 7,591 8,487 –11% 

Unit sales 67,767 60,315 12% 

   of which trucks 57,575 51,318 12% 

   of which buses 5,929 3,093 92% 

   of which MAN TGE vans 4,263 5,904 –28% 

TRATON GROUP    

Sales revenue (€ million) 8,525 6,544 30% 

Operating result (€ million) 355 155 200 

Operating result (adjusted) (€ million) 402 516 –114 

Operating return on sales (in %) 4.2 2.4 1.8 pp 

Operating return on sales (adjusted) (in %) 4.7 7.9 –3.2 pp 
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TRATON Operations    

Sales revenue (€ million) 8,363 6,437 30% 

Operating result (€ million) 424 151 273 

Operating result (adjusted) (€ million) 441 512 –71 

Operating return on sales (in %) 5.1 2.3 2.7 pp 

Operating return on sales (adjusted) (in %) 5.3 8.0 –2.7 pp 

Net cash flow (€ million) 139 753 –613 

TRATON Financial Services    

Sales revenue (€ million) 297 205 45% 

Operating result (€ million) 41 51 
 
 
 
 
 
 

–9 

Return on equity (in %) 9.3 20.6 –11.2 pp 

 
Press call 
 
A press call to discuss the TRATON GROUP’s results for the first three months of fiscal year 2022 
will take place from 2 p.m. until 3 p.m. on May 4 with the TRATON GROUP’s CEO Christian 
Levin and its CFO Annette Danielski. The call will be in English. 
 
To dial in: 

 

DE: +4969201744220 
UK: +442030092470 
USA: +18774230830 
  
Participant PIN: 56622175#  
 
Contact 
 
Pietro Zollino 

Head of Group Communications,  
Governmental Relations & Sustainability 
T +49 172 8371431 
pietro.zollino@traton.com 
 
Matthias Karpstein   
Business Media Relations  
T +49 172 3603071  
matthias.karpstein@traton.com 
 
TRATON SE   
Dachauer Str. 641 / 80995 Munich / Germany 
www.traton.com 
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With its brands Scania, MAN, Volkswagen Caminhões e Ônibus, Navistar, and RIO, TRATON SE is one of the world’s 
leading commercial vehicle manufacturers. Its offering comprises light-duty commercial vehicles, trucks, and 
buses. The Group aims to reinvent transportation — with its products, its services, and as a partner to its custom-
ers. For TRATON, sustainable economic growth always includes treating people and nature with respect. The Peo-
ple, Planet, and Performance triad will shape the future of our Company. 
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